
   The Marden Village Trust 
Minutes of the meeting of the Management Trustees 

 
Wednesday 26h June 2019 

at 7.30pm at the Community Centre 
 

 
Present: Robin Brook (RB) (Chair), Paula Barrett (PB), Len Day (LD), Veronica Wright 
(VW) , Jess Tidball (JT), Maggie Hopkins (MH) 
Chris Wathen (CW) in attendance 
 

1. Apologies – Bill Wright, RB confirmed that Geoff Hughes has formally resigned as a 
trustee, 

 
2. Declaration of interests – none 
 
3. Adoption of draft Minutes of Management Trustees’ meeting held  Wednesday 8th 

May 2019 were adopted. 
 

4. Public Forum – No members of the public present.. 
 
5. Financial:  

5.1. The Treasurer presented the preliminary year end figures. The final invoice for the 
shared costs has yet to be received although MH has been chasing the Academy. 
There is around £400 of June income to come in. LD pointed out that Regular Users 
is almost £500 down on last year. CW to investigate whether this is a genuine drop 
and if so why or whether it is a timing issue. In addition, casual lettings are about 
£100 down on last year. Over all. This leaves the potential surplus of income over 
expenditure at around £2500, almost £1500 down on last year. RB pointed out that 
this situation can not continue for another year and so must be considered when the  
hire rates for the coming year are considered at the next meeting. 

5.2. Out standing hire income as noted above 
5.3. Outstanding payments to be made as noted above 
5.4. Financial Year End, see 5.1 
5.5. Hire Rates for coming year: see 5,1 
5.6. Insurance: LD reported that he was satisfied the charges were being correctly 

apportioned. RB thanked LD for his work on this. 
 

6. Grant Update: 
6.1 RB circulated the spreadsheet showing the spend to date on the grant projects. So 
far, all the projects other than the kitchen are underspent. The Kitchen is over spent 
largely due to the decision to have commercial ‘white goods’. The kitchen will probably 
overspend by at least £2500. However there is sufficient under spend to cover this, 
6.2 Partition: complete other than a small addition CW to make. 
6.3 Windows: complete and many positive comments. RB thanked LD for leading on 
this. 
6.4 Kitchen: The original kitchen fitter is now not available until mid September so 
Clive Powis (who is known to a number of us) has been asked whether he could fit us 
in and has agreed. Awaiting his and Neon heating quote. 
RB took the meeting through the various elements of the work including electrical 
which Paul Larrett is doing. Practical issues were discussed and resolved. 
RB explained that the radiator (cover) can be repainted, this time with radiator paint so 
the radiator itself does not need replacing. 



Noted that wall unit over hand sink is to be centralised, not as shown on plan. 
Noted that dishwasher has been turned round though 90 degrees as front hinges 
down and would be a trip hazard otherwise. 
Agreed JS to have stripped out units for church. This will only leave the worktops to 
dispose of so agreed that skip not necessary which will be a saving. 
CW will clear kitchen of moveable items. 
CW has contact who will buy existing range. 
New equipment and units etc to be ‘stored’ in the community lounge 
Lever taps to be fitted to sink unit afterwards if affordable 
RB will produce a time line of when all the various elements of work need to be done, 
deliveries made and circulate to trustees and people involved in the work so all can 
schedule the work in. 
RB had approached Rob Bartup about possibility of some help to move heavy items 
but had not received a positive response. 
PB has contacted S&A who are willing to help. 
LD has met with a carpenter who can refurbish and make good the serving hatches. 
This needs to be done after the kitchen is finished. (LD) 
6.5 Screen: Screen and fittings has arrived and is in RB’s garage. RB has in hand with 
electrician to fit screen over a weekend shortly 
6.6 Curtains: MACS have in hand. Window poles to be reused as more robust than 
curtain rail. Curtains will need to be fire resistant. Although blackout not necessary as 
data projectors effective in day light, will need to be able to take direct sun light off 
screen. Noted that amount allowed in grant will be more than enough for new curtains 
even made to measure. Agreed to use existing blind to leave top light permanently 
covered. PB to get quotes for replacing blinds in small meeting room. 
RB to get approximate measurements done so MACS can get quotes 
6.7 Corridor decoration and flooring; to be scheduled in once kitchen is complete but 
due to length of time need to do floor, may not be until summer 2020. RB has received 
confirmation from Academy’s asbestos register that there is none in the existing floor 
tiles. 
 

7 Fire Safety: 
7.1 The Audit sheet was updated. It was noted that the photo copy of the Academy’s bell 

tests has still not been received. PB to follow up in September. 
7.2 Kitchen door: CW drew the meeting’s attention to the kitchen door being left unlocked 

after groups have used the kitchen. It was agreed that whilst the Kitchen door is a fire 
exit and so should be open when the kitchen is in use, leaving it unlocked is a greater 
risk of burglary and in addition the insurance will be invalidated. RB agreed to put a note 
in News and Views. If the situation continues the door will have to remain locked as 
previously, unless it can be converted to a crash bar. 

7.3 Itinerary of Storage: Agreed each group to be asked to provide an itinerary of items 
stored for insurance purposes. (RB News and Views and then with subsequent bill) 
 

8 Maintenance: 
8.1 Lights in Hall: RB has obtained quote and agreed to submit grant application to 

Parish Council for Hall and Community Lounge to follow up with electrician. 
8.2  Outside Lights: Currently being replaced. Agreed to contribute 50% of cost. 

. 
9 Grant Applications to Parish Council; Agree: 

9.1 New sign to go under the Academy’s sign so can be seen from road. (RB to talk 
to Academy and get quote / submit grant if appropriate) 

9.2 Grant application for replacement of Uplighters in Hall and Community Lounge 
agreed. 
 

10 Health and Safety Documents: to be drafted for a subsequent meeting in Autumn: RB. 



 
11 Items for Next Meeting: 

11.1 Hire rates for next financial year 
11.2 Kitchen Refurbishment 
11.3 Curtains update 

 
12 Date and time of next meeting. Wednesday 14th August: 7.30pm Community 

Lounge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed: R Brook………………………………   Date 14th August 2019 


